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Summary 

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) implements a system of agreement on a global scale, with a 

huge potential for the creation of new business models in several areas. However, the development 

of this kind of system presents social, technological and legal challenges, which are different from 

the challenges related to traditional systems. Thus, it is important to provide support to developers 

faced with common problems affecting this platform and avoid situations that put the system 

objectives at risk. This report describes a common architecture used in DLT-enabled systems, 

identifies 30 relevant risks in this platform, and discusses ways to mitigate these risks based mainly 

in lessons learned. Risk analysis can assist in software project decisions, contribute to the choice of 

platforms for the project, and support the selection of the data to be stored in a decentralized manner. 

Risks can impact the development, deployment and operation of the final product. Awareness of the 

risks and ways to mitigate them may improve the prediction and avoidance of many problems, thus 

increasing projects' success rates. 

Note  

This is an informative ITU-T publication. Mandatory provisions, such as those found in ITU-T 

Recommendations, are outside the scope of this publication. This publication should only be 

referenced bibliographically in ITU-T Recommendations. 
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Technical Paper HSTP.DLT-Risk 

DLT-based application development risks and their mitigations 

1 Scope 

This Technical Paper proposes a typical architecture to support the development of systems that 

employ DLT, identifying the risks associated with these projects linked to this architecture and 

possible mitigation actions. 

2 References 

[ITU-T HSTP.DLT-RF] Technical Report HSTP.DLT-RF (2019), Distributed ledger 

technologies: Regulatory framework. 

[ITU-T HSTP.DLT-UC] Technical Report HSTP.DLT-UC (2019), Distributed ledger 

technologies: Use cases. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Technical Paper uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 DLT oracle [b-ITU-T X.1400]: A service that supplies information to a distributed ledger 

using data from outside of the distributed ledger system. 

3.1.2 fork [b-ITU-T X.1400]: Creation of two or more different versions of a distributed ledger. 

3.1.3 smart contract [b-ITU-T X.1400]: A program written on a distributed ledger system which 

encodes the rules for specific types of distributed ledger system transactions in a way that can be 

validated and triggered by specific conditions. 

3.1.4 wallet [b-ITU-T X.1400]: Software and/or hardware used to generate, manage and store both 

private and public keys and addresses, which enable distributed ledger technology (DLT) users to 

transact. Some wallets may interact with smart contracts and allow single and/or multi-signature. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Technical Paper 

This Technical Paper does not define any particular terms. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Technical Paper uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

AML Anti-Money Laundering 

DAO Decentralized Autonomous Organization 

dApp Decentralized Application 

DLT Distributed Ledger Technologies 

P2P Peer-to-Peer 

PoW Proof of Work 

VPN Virtual Private Network 
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5 Introduction 

DLT provides a digital web of trust for conducting transactions between unknown peers on the 

Internet; and implements a system of agreement on a global scale through a state machine replicated 

in a peer-to-peer network [b-Gre]. The development of DLT systems enables the creation of new 

business models in various sectors of the economy, such as finance, healthcare, arts, supply chain, 

digital identity and government [b-Mer] [b-Cas]. DLT also introduces a new development model with 

the potential to address large-scale challenges in our society, such as trust between anonymous peers, 

sharing, privacy, public transparency, immutability and auditability [b-Zha]. 

Although extremely promising, DLT is recent [b-Nak] and is not yet mature and robust. Several 

challenges related to its infrastructure, network layers and distributed systems, fault tolerance, 

security, data management, platforms and technology, as well as organizational and social 

governance, need to be addressed to truly transform society through DLT [b-Gre] [b-Ian]. 

In the development of DLT-oriented software, aspects of information security, application 

distribution, architecture, business process modelling and specific metrics must be considered 

[b-Por]. Because DLT applications are hard to modify after implementation, design errors are in 

general much more challenging to address than in traditional systems. Additionally, DLT-oriented 

business modelling often introduces challenges in legal issues, governance and economic incentives 

that need to be planned and addressed. 

The risks and mitigations presented here may be an important input to help decision-making in 

DLT-based projects, such as platform analysis and choice, implementation of smart contract codes, 

and selection of the kind of data that can be stored on a decentralized basis. 

Existing works [b-Atz] [b-Cas] [b-Che] [b-LiX] [b-Zha] describe risks and are certainly useful, but 

they do not focus on the project, and are often limited to a specific platform. In this report, an 

architecture for DLT systems is presented that provides a comprehensive view of the entire 

development process of a DLT-based application. The report presents 30 relevant risks and their 

consequences. These risks were identified based on real experience of the authors and on the 

description of 49 use cases of ITU report [ITU-T HSTP.DLT-UC] and supported by the literature and 

by actual attacks and vulnerabilities. Additionally, the risks were organized according to the layers 

of the architecture presented. Finally, the report discusses some actions to mitigate the identified risks. 

The remainder of the report consists of three clauses. Clause 6 presents an architecture for DLT 

systems that is useful for risk analysis. Clause 7 presents the risks that must be considered in project 

development. The risks are discussed considering the architecture of clause 6. Finally, clause 8 

discusses some actions to mitigate these risks. 

6 Background 

Aiming at a more structured analysis of the risks inherent in the development of a project involving 

DLT technology, this report presents a very common base architecture of systems that use the 

technology. 

As Figure 1 illustrates, the architecture is divided into layers related to the key intrinsic components 

of DLT: peer-to-peer (P2P) network, protocol (which includes consensus algorithm), smart contracts, 

and extrinsic components representing network connection, front-end application, ecosystem in 

which it is inserted and the governance to which it is subordinated [b-Ant] [b-Gre] [b-Gro]. 

The P2P network layer is formed by the nodes that will store, propose and validate new DLT states, 

thus establishing the distributed network, the foundation of DLT. In this network, each node can 

transmit messages asynchronously to its peers, discover its peers, execute message dissemination 

mechanisms, synchronize states, among other natural aspects in a point-to-point network. The point-

to-point nodes of the previous layer need to establish a common protocol so that network states can 
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evolve by consensus between nodes and, securely, through cryptographic mechanisms. The risks at 

these two layers are discussed in clause 7.1. 

 

Figure 1 – Example of common architecture of DLT systems 

Business rules, coded in a computer program that is executed for proposing and validating the state 

change discussed in the protocol layer, inherit the power decentralization feature provided by DLT 

and are executed in smart contracts. The risks associated with this layer are analysed in clause 7.2. 

Connection allows peer-to-peer network nodes to communicate, either via the Internet or virtual 

private networks (VPNs). The communication layer also abstracts the infrastructure risks of isolated 

nodes, such as intrusion risks and node access control. The risks of this layer are widely debated in 

the field of computer science and telecommunications, demanding no further comment in this report. 

Decentralized applications (dApps) make use of DLT to store data and/or execute smart contracts to 

ensure business logic and provide to the end user a better user experience. dApps can store 

information both on and off-chain, as well as executing business logic outside and within the smart 

contract. DLT platforms generally use accounts to identify their users. An account is represented at 

least by a pair of cryptographic keys, one public, allowing the identification of the account and another 

private, which gives its holder autonomy to perform actions on behalf of this account. As mentioned 

above, the user can relate to the proposed solution through a dApp for a better experience. However, 

to ensure power decentralization, the user can also directly relate to the smart contract from their 

account, which implies that it is important to analyse the risks considering these two types of access: 

direct or intermediated. DApps, account and user risks are covered in clause 7.3. 

In addition to the user, other extrinsic aspects are of fundamental importance for the full development 

of the software and its implementation, such as governance and ecosystem (risks described in 

clause 7.4), legal (risks detailed in clause 7.5) and economic (risks discussed in clause 7.6). In 

summary, the proposed architecture presents a big picture of DLT systems. This architecture is 

essential to classify and understand the risks discussed in the following clauses. 

7 Risk evaluation 

7.1 P2P network layer and protocol risks 

Risk 1 – Power centralization by the consensus algorithm or another network service. The higher the 

decentralization, the less likely participants are to collude to tamper with on-chain data. The lower 

the decentralization, the greater the need for adopting cryptographic resources (e.g., use of certifying 

authorities) to prevent attacks [b-Ban]. For example, attacks to block producers or attacks from the 

block producers to the network. One reason may happen because of the use of cloud services to host 
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the nodes1. Centralization may be due to the existence of special network nodes, such as master 

nodes2, notaries3 and specialized block producers4. These nodes are hotspots of vulnerability and 

attract denial-of-service attacks and exist on various DLT platforms designed, for example, for greater 

scalability or privacy, as well as in second layer additions to existing platforms such as the Lightning 

Network for Bitcoin [b-Poo]. The geographical location of block producers may also raise the risk of 

geopolitical centralization, especially in cases of permission-less networks. 

Risk 2 – Low scalability and congestion. Limitation of the number of transactions executed in parallel, 

creating the risk that the platform will not support the processing requirements necessary for the 

business model to function properly. This is the case with Bitcoin's Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus, 

which, by design, requires decision-making of transactions in the order of minutes [b-LiX]. In fact, 

congestion due to near-maximum network capacity has already hampered the operation of some 

platforms5 (visited on 27/11/2019). In certain situations, congestion can even be created artificially 

to prevent new transactions from being sent and to allow the attacker to gain advantages, such as 

while using an application that needs quick responses. This is the case, for example, with auctions 

[b-Che]. 

Risk 3 – Probabilistic confirmation. This is the possibility of a transaction taking too long or even 

never being confirmed by the network. In theory, the PoW consensus has a probabilistic agreement, 

and, only after some rounds, offers high probability security for decisions [b-Nak]. 

Risk 4 – Loss of availability. Although more resilient than centralized solutions, some platforms may 

become unavailable or incapable of validating new transactions, such as in cases of network 

partitioning or unavailability of many validator nodes. 

Risk 5 – Delays in retransmission of data. Messages propagate in the network layer in a non-

deterministic period of time due to delays in data retransmission. This increases the likelihood of state 

reorganization, possibly invalidating previous transactions. 

Risk 6 – Break of cryptographic primitives. Cryptographic primitives could be attacked, especially 

with the adoption of newer technologies such as quantum computing. Cryptography is a basic 

technology for DLT operation, such as generating algorithms for public and private keys and hash 

functions, as well as consensus algorithms for block production and validation [b-Gia]. 

Risk 7 – Platform failures. Failure to deploy or upgrade platforms can result in unintended effects and 

introduce vulnerabilities that facilitate attacks such as denial of service (DDoS) [b-Men] and forgery 

of valid signatures6. 

Risk 8 – Issues in an individual node. The availability and ability of nodes to communicate in peer-

to-peer architecture can be threatened by load balancing issues in network deployment, network layer 

attacks or platform vulnerabilities. For example, an attacker captures a node's connection to other 

nodes, the attacked node is cut off from the real network, and thus unable to send transactions, which 

is called an eclipse attack and leaves nodes susceptible to other types of attacks [b-Hei]. 

 

1 https://thenextweb.com/hardfork/2019/09/23/ethereum-nodes-cloud-services-amazon-web-services-

blockchain-hosted-decentralization/ (visited on 2020-05-05) 

2 https://www.dash.org/masternodes/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

3 https://docs.corda.net/key-concepts-notaries.html (visited on 2019-11-27) 

4 https://eosauthority.com/producers_rank (visited on 2019-11-27) 

5 https://www.coindesk.com/loveable-digital-kittens-clogging-ethereums-blockchain (visited on 

2022-02-18) 

6 http://blog.lekkertech.net/blog/2018/03/07/iota-signatures/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

https://thenextweb.com/hardfork/2019/09/23/ethereum-nodes-cloud-services-amazon-web-services-blockchain-hosted-decentralization/
https://thenextweb.com/hardfork/2019/09/23/ethereum-nodes-cloud-services-amazon-web-services-blockchain-hosted-decentralization/
https://www.dash.org/masternodes/
https://docs.corda.net/key-concepts-notaries.html
https://eosauthority.com/producers_rank
https://www.coindesk.com/loveable-digital-kittens-clogging-ethereums-blockchain
http://blog.lekkertech.net/blog/2018/03/07/iota-signatures/
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7.2 Smart contract layer risks 

Risk 9 – Smart contract coding errors. These errors are extremely relevant, especially considering the 

code's immutability feature, and can cause feature freeze7, unexpected operations, lack of possibility 

to accommodate future requirements or even introduce vulnerabilities8. Errors can occur in the smart 

contract being developed by the project or in the libraries used [b-Atz] [b-Sat]. Errors can be due to 

a lack of understanding of how code is executed on the DLT platform. For example, errors caused by 

transactions being executed asynchronously and by the execution queue being modified in an attack 

known as front-running [b-Che]. Errors can also be due to failure in software design, possibly due to 

the designer's poor understanding of the solution to be built or the ability of the technologies to be 

used. 

Risk 10 – Contracts with waste of resources. Codes that are not well optimized are a risk as they can 

waste a considerable amount of computational and financial resources during their deployment and/or 

execution. This is especially relevant to permission-less DLTs, where operations are often monetized 

via crypto-assets [b-Auer]. 

Risk 11 – Non-execution due to parameter variability. Platform limitations regarding storage, 

runtime, or any other parameters may prevent a transaction from being executed. When such 

parameters are variable, there is a risk that they will not meet the requirements at the time of the 

transaction. In the case of Turing-complete platforms, the problem is even greater because the 

execution itself causes unavoidable unpredictability. For example, Ethereum has a limit to the 

maximum amount of computational effort allowed per block, which may even vary over time [b-Zha]. 

Risk 12 – Untrusted data or rules external to the smart program. Developing a solution often requires 

off-chain searches for data or rules by a mechanism known as an oracle9, e.g., digital representations 

of physical objects or weather services. This use introduces the risk that the data is erroneous, 

tampered with or with versioning incompatible with expectations. 

Risk 13 – Exposing information. An old discussion on free software repeats itself in the universe of 

DLT. Making public the source code of software increases your exposure to risks, such as coding 

errors and logical impossibilities that can be exploited. In the case of DLT, to increase product 

confidence, many solutions choose to make the source code public. Advertising certainly brings 

greater knowledge to the attacker, but it also brings greater transparency and community knowledge 

to the improvement of code. Exposing transactions data is also a concern. For example, a company 

may not want to reveal who are their suppliers and the value of their transactions. In addition to being 

a legal issue, it may cause competitive and business issues. 

7.3 Risks of dApp layer, account and user 

Risk 14 – Key management issues. Users can store their keys carelessly, share them with others, use 

an infected hardware10, generate them in a fragile way1112, get hacked, be persuaded to provide them, 

or simply lose them. Key loss can also occur directly in databases of custody companies such as 

exchanges13. Exchanges may also be victims of attacks on their IT infrastructure14. 

 

7 https://www.parity.io/a-postmortem-on-the-parity -multi-sig-library-self-destruct/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

8 https://www.coindesk.com/understanding-dao-hack-journalists (visited on 2019-09-27) 

9 https://provable.xyz/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

10 https://decrypt.co/26025/rubygems-bitcoin-stealing-software-reversinglabs (visited on 2020-05-05) 

11 https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchain-bandit-has-stolen-45-000-eth-by-guessing-weak-private-keys-

report-claims  

12 https://www.wired.com/story/blockchain-bandit-ethereum-weak-private-keys/ (visited on 2021-09-07) 

13 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47203706 (visited on 2019-11-27) 

14 https://www.wired.com/story/hack-binance-cryptocurrency-exchange/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

https://www.parity.io/a-postmortem-on-the-parity%20-multi-sig-library-self-destruct/
https://www.coindesk.com/understanding-dao-hack-journalists
https://provable.xyz/
https://decrypt.co/26025/rubygems-bitcoin-stealing-software-reversinglabs
https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchain-bandit-has-stolen-45-000-eth-by-guessing-weak-private-keys-report-claims
https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchain-bandit-has-stolen-45-000-eth-by-guessing-weak-private-keys-report-claims
https://www.wired.com/story/blockchain-bandit-ethereum-weak-private-keys/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47203706
https://www.wired.com/story/hack-binance-cryptocurrency-exchange/
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Risk 15 – User errors. While users should be aware of the risks inherent in the technology used, either 

directly or through intermediaries (e.g., exchanges), it is very difficult to eliminate usage errors. In 

this ecosystem, it is common for assets to be controlled solely by their owner, so that there is no 

intermediary or authority to turn to if an error is made. Given the complexity of working with public 

and private keys, it is not difficult for a layman to send funds, tokens or other assets to the wrong 

address. Errors may also occur in the payment of transaction fees. In Ethereum, for example, such 

fees are considered a structural incentive for miners. The values are set by the user and have no limits, 

and very low fees can be generated (which results in non-confirmation of the transaction) or absurdly 

high ones15. There is a possibility that the user risk arises from the contract owner himself, who may, 

for example, wrongly apply a method that destroys the smart contract16. 

Risk 16 – dApp issues. The project's dApp layer solution can be compromised and result in security 

issues such as misinformation and data or resource theft. An example is an attack on a WEB server 

that stores the software front end and includes a malicious script or display of false information 

[b-Che]. 

Risk 17 – Phishing to a similar page or use of compromised interface software. In this case, users do 

not lose their private keys, but they may be misled to send resources17 or disclose information to 

malicious websites or programs. An example is the case of MyEtherWallet [b-Che]. 

Risk 18 – Inability to send a transaction to DLT. If the user does not control a DLT node, he must 

trust that a node will send it on his behalf. Once the user sends the signed transaction, there is no risk 

of changing the submitted content. However, the input node may choose to censor user transactions; 

or, the node that the user has purposely chosen (or the node that was configured by default in the 

software used) may be down and the user may not know how to configure the use of an alternate 

node. 

Risk 19 – Incompatibility of versions. Off-chain software integrations into the dApp layer present 

versioning incompatibility risks. As a practical example, the introduction of privacy mode in 

Metamask18 account management software caused errors in dApps not fitted to the new version unless 

the user knows how to configure the privacy mode. 

7.4 Governance and ecosystem risks 

Risk 20 – Lack of trained professionals or knowledge to develop using the platform. Skilled people 

are needed to enable the development of projects using the platform. In addition, the more knowledge 

available, whether in tutorials, forums, previous projects, etc., the easier it is to train new 

professionals. 

Risk 21 – Platform does not evolve over time. The evolution of the platform allows for the 

introduction of technical improvements that may be relevant for use in the project. Some platforms 

maintain a continuous flow of resources to support maintenance projects and establish a governance 

structure to facilitate evolutionary maintenance decisions19 while others do not have this. 

Risk 22 – Lack of control over the governance of the project's network/platform and the risk of 

decentralization of the governance of the application. The evolution of network or platform 

governance may not meet the demands of a project. For example, a decision may cause a network or 

platform to stop accepting a particular type of transaction or significantly change how transactions 

 

15 https://medium.com/moatcoin/eth-gas-26d221c5c4c2 (visited on 2019-11-27) 

16 https://www.parity.io/a-postmortem-on-the-parity-multi-sig-library-self-destruct/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

17 https://cointelegraph.com/news/network-of-fake-bitcoin-qr-code-generators-stole-45-000-in-march 

(visited on 2020-05-05) 

18 https://metamask.io/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

19 https://eos.io/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

https://medium.com/moatcoin/eth-gas-26d221c5c4c2
https://www.parity.io/a-postmortem-on-the-parity-multi-sig-library-self-destruct/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/network-of-fake-bitcoin-qr-code-generators-stole-45-000-in-march
https://metamask.io/
https://eos.io/
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are charged by the network 20 . If the decisions are based in tokens (proof-of-stake consensus 

algorithm), there is also the risk that token custodians vote following their own interests21. Decisions 

in the network/platform can have a huge impact on the project. Decentralizing application governance 

implies greater participation in decisions on how to evolve the project at the same time that it 

introduces the risk of hindering the evolution of the application itself since it makes the decision more 

difficult. 

Risk 23 – DLT forks. Forks can arise due to the difficulty of the governance structure making 

decisions, either because governance is not adhering to platform objectives or because it is not clear 

in advance which decisions can be made and how they can be implemented. For example, the fork 

stemming from the attack on the DAO22 was caused by community divergence in identifying an error 

in the contract that allowed the diversion of millions of dollars. Forks may also arise for technical 

reasons, such as a bug in a new software release or the introduction of a technical upgrade in 

probabilistic consensus algorithms. Because nodes are managed in a decentralized manner, the 

community needs to be aware and make the necessary updates 23 . Forks can lead to network 

partitioning, generate inconsistency, lower network security by possibly decreasing the number of 

nodes in the resulting network, among others24. 

Risk 24 - Societal risks. A DLT project may create a relevant impact on players of the status quo or 

introduce systemic risks, and face resistance for different parts of society. This was the case of the 

project Libra25, which was initially proposed by Facebook with the goal to create a global stable coin. 

7.5 Legal risks 

Risk 25 – Lack of proper legislation and regulations where the project will produce effects and 

repercussions. Inadequacy of existing laws can lead to litigation – administrative, civil or criminal. 

Examples are compliance with tax and accounting, financial markets, competition, intellectual 

property, civil liability and contracting legal frameworks, and with public-law mandatory regulations, 

namely AML and data protection laws26. In addition, legal vagueness or vacuum also undermine the 

potential of using a software project. For example, several projects may not make sense if the 

legislation does not recognize that DLT records are legally valid or establishes that crypto-assets 

cannot be freely used. Under the scope of this risk, it is also included the risk of non-compliance with 

existing mandatory laws because of legal uncertainty or lack of uniform interpretation by public 

institutions, agencies or judges [b-Ibaa] [b-Ibab]. 

Risk 26 – Difficulty in determining competent jurisdiction or court. In some decentralized projects, 

it may be difficult to determine the jurisdiction that will govern the consultations, controversies and 

conflicts arising out of the use of the DLT product or service. It is important to note whether the states 

covered by the project address the issue in a narrow-restrictive manner, only enforcing rules regarding 

facts occurring within the territory of the state, or attractive-expansively, enforcing legislation 

regarding facts occurring within the territory of the state, but also in other situations where there are 

connections or links that authorize enforcement, such as participation or relationship with citizens of 

the state. 

 

20 https://blog.aragon.org/istanbul-hard-fork-impact/ (visited on 2020-05-05) 

21 https://cointelegraph.com/news/the-steem-takeover-and-the-coming-proof-of-stake-crisis (visited on 

2020-05-05) 

22 https://coincentral.com/ethereum-classic-vs-ethereum/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

23 https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2019/05/17/unpatched-ethereum-clients-pose-51-attack-risk-says-

report/ (visited on 2022-02-18) 

24 https://www.academia.edu/39881756/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

25 https://techcrunch.com/2019/06/18/facebook-libra/ (visited on 2021-12-12) 

26 http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/_Ato2015-2018/2018/Lei/L13709.htm (visited on 2019-11-27) 

https://blog.aragon.org/istanbul-hard-fork-impact/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/the-steem-takeover-and-the-coming-proof-of-stake-crisis
https://coincentral.com/ethereum-classic-vs-ethereum/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2019/05/17/unpatched-ethereum-clients-pose-51-attack-risk-says-report/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2019/05/17/unpatched-ethereum-clients-pose-51-attack-risk-says-report/
https://www.academia.edu/39881756/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/06/18/facebook-libra/
http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/_Ato2015-2018/2018/Lei/L13709.htm
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Risk 27 – Misuse or abuse of application. Such conduct encompasses the use. Users can make 

uncompliant and eventually criminal use of an application, even if such use was not initially intended 

by the designers. For example, users can save inappropriate images27 or text by making use of an 

application feature. 

7.6 Economic risks 

Risk 28 – Unexpected variations in costs associated with network use. Costs may be charged, for 

example, by transaction or by deploying a new application on the network. Unexpected variations in 

costs can become a risk to application success, even making some business models unfeasible. For 

example, if an application supports low-value transactions, high usage costs could make it unfeasible. 

These variations may also occur due to increased network usage. For Bitcoin and Ethereum, the fee 

to be paid is set by the user who submits the transaction. However, block producers tend to choose 

high-fee transactions to be processed first. Thus, as the volume of transactions increases, fees tend to 

rise due to the dispute between users to prioritize their transactions. 

Risk 29 – Variations in the remuneration of block producers. Consideration should be given not only 

to the variation in amounts received, but also to the costs involved, such as storage requirements and 

computational capacity. Ultimately, such variations can have a fatal impact on the consensus 

algorithm itself. Lower remuneration causes greater network fragility in the face of attacks like the 

51% attack [b-Gre]. In the case of Bitcoin, the tendency for remuneration to be dominated by fees 

rather than the creation of new bitcoins may be a long-term problem, which makes halving periods 

particularly relevant [b-Aur]. Other PoW-based algorithms present similar problems. 

Risk 30 – Variation in the value of crypto-assets. Not only because variations in crypto-assets may 

cause exposure to the two previous risks (28 and 29), but also because this is a risk that has its own 

dynamics28. For example, a crypto-asset such as bitcoin may have its value highly affected by market 

speculation only, with no increase in network usage and no halving occurring. 

8 Risk mitigation 

Mitigation is a way of reducing the likelihood or the impact of the materialization of a risk. This 

clause discusses actions to mitigate the risks presented in clause 7. 

8.1 Mitigation of network layer and protocol risks 

These layers' risks are mostly inherent to the platform being used, whether due to its software's 

technical architecture, the number of applications currently using the network, the number of attacks 

that can occur on its infrastructure or the remuneration that block producers receive in comparison to 

their cost (as well as the remuneration of alternative investments to which block producers may have 

access). Mitigating the risks of these layers is more effective if project leaders can influence the choice 

of platform, network, or network parameters to be used; for example by increasing the number of 

nodes participating in the consensus or improving connection speed between nodes. 

The ITU assessment criteria of distributed ledger technologies [b-Bai] can be a good source of 

parameters to consider when selecting an appropriate platform or a consensus algorithm in a platform 

which supports pluggable consensus. Each consensus algorithm implements a proposal for 

decentralization, with consequences on scalability and on the possibility of attacks [b-Bal] [b-Ban]. 

The consensus algorithm also determines the risk level of probabilistic confirmation and loss of 

availability (risks 3 and 4). The famous CAP theorem states that partitions cannot be tolerated without 

losing availability or consistency in the face of network uncertainties. In this case, probabilistic 

 

27 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-47130268 (visited on 2019-11-27) 

28 https://www.coindesk.com/these-3-factors-were-likely-behind-bitcoins-price-surge-to-5k (visited on 

2019-11-27) 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-47130268
https://www.coindesk.com/these-3-factors-were-likely-behind-bitcoins-price-surge-to-5k
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consensuses, more common in permission-less platforms, ensure availability but generate forks that 

compromise consistency. In turn, Byzantine fault tolerance deterministic consensuses, generally used 

in permissioned networks, in general, compromise availability while ensuring consistency [b-Gre]. 

Hybrid solutions, such as networks permissioned to participate in consensus but not permissioned to 

receive and verify data, may be a good option for increasing the decentralization of a permissioned 

network without sacrificing the time required to reach consensus. One example of a hybrid network 

is Rinkeby29. 

It is worth further comment on risks 2 and 8. Regarding risk 2, permission-less platforms usually 

offer economic mechanisms to mitigate the risk of users manipulating network usage by sending too 

many transactions or a transaction that does not terminate. Permissioned network projects that do not 

charge for network use should have a mechanism to prevent such indiscriminate use, especially if the 

network is available to any Internet user. To mitigate risk 8, several actions are possible. First, it is 

necessary to monitor the load balancing of network nodes and to engage the network governance. 

One action more focused on the project might be to alter the dApp layer to balance the use of non-

congested nodes. In addition, one way to mitigate the risk of misreading a node, without 

compromising decentralization, is to use dApps layers that obtain data from more than one node, 

possibly simultaneously, to check for possible inconsistencies. 

8.2 Mitigation of smart contract risks 

There are several alternatives for mitigating smart contract layer risks. Risks 9 and 10 are closely 

related to the software engineering process. Porru et al. [b-Por] propose the introduction of new 

symbols into UML to allow the particularities of DLT systems to be properly represented and the 

definition of architectural design patterns, such as hybrid on-chain and off-chain systems. Design 

patterns, good development practices and automatic code generation standards based on tested models 

are also discussed in the literature [b-Ban] [b-Sat]. Some design patterns address the need to evolve 

smart contracts by, for example, defining a proxy that points to an actual implementation of the smart 

contract. Application governance may be used to decide when to migrate from an outdated smart 

contract to an updated one. In addition, the use of code analysis tools [b-Dik] and formal methods [b-

Sat] also help to improve the quality of the software produced. 

Security infrastructure of traditional systems makes use of external devices such as firewalls, proxies, 

etc., but these devices have limited application in DLT projects, especially regarding permission-less 

platforms. This characteristic makes the software even more vulnerable to external attacks. 

The risk of non-execution due to parameter variability can be mitigated by the project developer, who 

needs to consider limiting protocol variables during software building. The risk of using external data 

can be minimized by using IoT devices for real-world data collection, by using decentralized oracles 

and by receiving messages signed by trusted sources. 

The risk of exposing source code bears analogy to choosing a permissioned or permissionless DLT 

network. Very simply, in a permissionless network anyone can become a network node and thus 

access on-chain records and the smart contract code (even if reverse-engineered from the compiled 

version), while in a permissioned network, only previously authorized nodes can do it by default. 

Mitigation, in this case, depends on whether project leaders prefer to make the code public or not, but 

possibly involves substituting the DLT network. The use of privacy techniques, like zk-snarks 

[b-Gro], or even the minimization of information that should go on-chain, may mitigate the risk of 

exposing information. 

 

29 https://www.rinkeby.io/ (visited on 2019-11-27) 

https://www.rinkeby.io/
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8.3 Mitigation of dApp, account and user risks 

Mitigation of key management risks and user errors involves education and adoption of procedures. 

The likelihood of these errors tends to decrease as users utilize multiple DLT solutions, and as the 

knowledge required for management and use becomes more disseminated, as with other technologies. 

One way for the project to minimize exposure to key management risks is not to offer custody 

services, indicating that users should be responsible for their keys, possibly contracting one or more 

third parties capable of providing such a service. Project leaders should consider whether their keys 

can be stored offline or in dedicated hardware to minimize network attacks. Another option for 

mitigating this risk is to ask users to associate a digital certificate with their DLT accounts, so that 

the digital certificate can be used in case of DLT account loss or theft to generate a new account and 

transfer linked resources, as proposed by [b-Ara]. To minimize the risk of misuse, some technical 

solutions can be QR code generators and contact lists. 

Risks 16 and 17 are common to other web applications that have mitigation techniques already widely 

discussed in the literature. 

The risk of the user being unable to submit a transaction to the DLT network can be mitigated if the 

user could be a network node or know how to submit transactions using different node options. Once 

again, education is an important factor for risk mitigation. 

The risk of version incompatibility can be minimized if the project software is distributed with 

everything necessary for its use. However, sometimes the user may prefer not to use some of the 

distributed software. For example, the user may have more confidence in using an independent 

account management software and not the one provided by the project. Therefore, project leaders 

must keep up with market changes to avoid errors in such cases. 

8.4 Mitigation of other risks 

Project leaders have low autonomy to minimize risks 20-23, from governance and ecosystem. 

However, knowing these risks helps to predict system limitations and avoid surprises. Possible 

mitigation measures are training professionals, documenting knowledge about a platform, hiring 

specialized consultancies and adopting platforms with less risk to not evolve, e.g., with continuous 

flow of resources or that are maintained by solid companies. 

Risks 22 and 23 are not only related to the chosen platform since they are influenced by the network 

and the governance of the application. Project leaders can try to influence the governance structure 

or contribute to the platform's or network's own sustainability, but such actions will generally have a 

small effect, especially if the community is large. Using a permissioned network with few nodes and 

known institutions could bring greater governance control and minimize forks, since it will be easier 

to perform off-chain agreements. The degree of the decentralization of the application governance 

must be chosen taking into consideration the importance of its decentralization to the business model 

and its necessary pace of decisions. To avoid forks, project leaders should also be concerned with 

keeping nodes up to date with network changes (such as patches and upgrades). To minimize risk 24, 

project leaders may need to change the project itself, or to break its deliverable in small parts with 

the goal to cope with society reaction. 

The risk of lacking legal adequacy and the difficulty of determining jurisdiction can and should be 

mitigated by taking measures discussed with DLT experts serving in concerned public agencies, court 

members and representatives, or a legal professional. Legal uncertainty should be discussed in depth 

from a jurisprudential and doctrine standpoint. Judicial and jurisprudential certainty can be assessed 

within a probabilistic view, expressed quantitatively as a percentage of the possibility of the risk 

materializing, after relevant law and economic analysis. Risks relating to laws can be assumed and 

proven viable after such cost-benefit analysis. To mitigate the risk that a developed solution will be 

used for unplanned purposes, it is important to compose a terms of use document and request its 

acceptance by users of the software. 
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Some possibilities for mitigating economic risks are: (a) adopting a platform where these risks are 

more controllable, such as the use of permissioned networks, especially when block producers are 

not motivated by economic incentives associated directly with network use; (b) not using free market-

priced crypto-assets; and (c) taking actions to expose project leaders to opposite economic risks, such 

as the purchase of certain financial instruments (e.g., derivatives). 
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